### Tamagotchi Virtual Pets

One day, someone left a Tamagotchi in my pocket, and demanded a child's constant attention: did one bury these expired "pets"?

---

### Intel® Developer Zone

**Developer Communities**

- Developer Tools
- Intel® Black Belt Software
- SDKs & Software Tools

**Embedded World and Mobile World Congress**

- Watch it ›
- See them ›

- Intel® IOT Roadshow Series
- Intel® RealSense™ Blog Series: Interview with Gerry Mukti,
  Wendy Boswell, Intel

- Interfaces
- New optimizations for X86 in upcoming GCC 5.0

**Software Resources**

- Graphics Developer Guide
- HTML5 TOOLS
- Learn more ›

**INTEL® REALSENSE™ SDK**

- Make a comparison ›
- Apple AirPlay*; Google Chromecast* and the Wi-Fi Alliance's
  Wireless Display Technologies for

**Internet of Things (IoT)**

- AnDevCon 2014 San Francisco
- Edison technology
- Interoperability
- Edison technology
- Connect to Android*
- Edison technology
- Edison technology
- Edison technology
- Edison technology

---

**Learn about key features of the Intel® 5th Generation Core™**

- Learn more ›
- Optimization of Corel Painter* 2015

---

**DKF Innovators**

- On-Demand
- Mobile World Congress — Barcelona
  - March 2–5
  - March 4–6

---

**MIT Research Associate Guillermo Bernal shows how to launch 3D Analysis Using Intel® RealSense™ Technology**

- Read it ›

---

**Square Enix enabled native x86 Unity* support for Hitman Go* JumpStart's School of Dragons**

- Native x86 Support on Unity* Gaming Boosts Performance for

---

**Learn how ›**

- INTEL® REALSENSE™ SDK

---

**Learn more ›**

- Edison technology
- Edison technology
- Edison technology
- Edison technology
- Edison technology

---

**OH: White and Yellow-striped Fleece**

- Edison technology

---

**HTML5's future look like**

- Crosswalk